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“We have to educate and introduce True Parents to the 7 billion people around the world to create a happy 
world” 
 

On 9. 22 by the heavenly calendar, 1st year of Cheon Il Guk (solar: Oct.27) 3rd day of the ‘2013 
Autumn Chung Pyung Special Great Works’ the ‘Welcoming Rally for the True Parents of 
Heaven, Earth and Humankind from the Victorious Speaking Tour in Japan’ was held at the 
CheongShim Peace World Center with True Mother and around 20,000 members. 

 
This rally was held with a live broadcast to 194 other nations in the world. It was a time to congratulate 
on the victory tour by True Mother for Japan which she opened the path of ‘Resurrection by Faith’ and 
‘Path for Japan’. It also became a time for the blessed families of Korea, Japan and other members to 
inherit that realm of victory and make a strong determination for the victory of vision 2020. 
 
Rev. Gyeong-suk Yuk, who was announced as the 16th Korean President for FFWPU said, ‘Through her 
Japan Speaking Tour she said, “If we unite with heavenly parent and True Parents then nothing is 
impossible”. Through these strong words let’s follow True Mother who made a new and strong 
determination for a new beginning with the members in Japan, connect our dream and heavenly parent 
and True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind’s dream and make this the dream of not just the 
unification family but the dream of Korea’. 
 
Then Rev. Yong-cheon Song, General President of Japan Movement reported about True Mother’s Japan 
Speaking Tour which started from October 14 at Sapporo then to Saitama on the 16th, Nagoya on the 
18th, Nagano on the 20th, and Kobe on the 22nd. He said, ‘Just like the words of True Mother the 
Japanese unification family as well as the blessed families around the world must create an eternal 
environment for world peace’. 
 
True Mother who was then welcomed by the crowd to the stage gave the following words; 
 

“Through your action and practice the number of people saved by you will increase. When 
this happens we are able to create a world of happiness, unified world, with freedom, and 
peace centering on heavenly parent. A world that can embrace not only Asia but the world 
as well. We have to introduce and educate the 7 billion people of this world about True 
Parents so that they can also join in that happy world.” 

 
Through this rally, Korea and Japan was able to overcome the history and prepare for the time to have a 
unified heart and Will and on the foundation of Japan and Korea united it was a time to make a strong 
determination of establishing a peaceful world transcending Asia. 
 
 
 
 


